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PRESIDENT’S
REPORT

One WBA event early in the calendar is the Bantry Bay ‘raft-up.
Member, Alan Stannard has advised that the Sydney Heritage
Fleet has allocated Boomerang and Berrima to this even.
Both boats will be in attendance at Bantry Bay on Saturday, 22
February 2020. Please see additional information in this issue
of Scuttlebutt.

Peter Widders
January 2019
The WBA year finished with another very enjoyable Festive
Season dinner followed by the Hal Harpur Award on the
evening of Tuesday, 10 December. 58 members and guests
shared a very good dinner from Sporties: thanks to the Club
for their support of this annual event.
The 2019 Hal Harpur Award saw a very diverse field of 5
nominations. Our Q&A ‘process’ with nominees allowed
time for the story behind each project to be outlined. 1
nominee was unable to attend the event due to the fires on
the mid-north coast. Please see the Hal Harpur 2019 Report
elsewhere in this issue.
The new Committee held its 2nd meeting on the evening of 16
December. Work is continuing on a number of fronts including
planning for the monthly meeting schedule, re-establishing
our presence at the Sydney Timber and Artisans Show (June
5-7 2020), the 2020 Classic and Wooden Boat Festival at
Darling Harbour and a number of annual events hosted by our
Association.
There are vacancies on the Committee for 2 Members at the
moment. Please contact a member of the Committee (see
Contents page opposite) if you would like to be involved in
the work of making our Association ‘happen’. The old saying
that ‘good ideas come from having lots of ideas’ applies
equally to our Association: a Committee role is an opportunity
to have some input to the success of the organisation and
to share the roles and responsibilities. Our Committee
meetings have already featured a number of ‘What about’
questions: innovation and initiative are the hallmarks of good
organisations and both can have many ‘Parents’.

This is also a call-out to members across the state to let
us know about events in their ‘backyard’. We have good
information about a number of interstate events (Paynesville
Classic Boat Rally, Geelong Wooden Boat Festival and
Canberra Classic Boat Festival, but would also like to
promote events in various parts of NSW. Please email details
(President, Secretary or Editor (see Committee page) and we
will list the events for which we receive information. A photo
or 2 can also assist.
Scuttlebutt Classifieds
Ads are available free of charge to WBA members. Nonmembers ads cost $40. All ads run for a 3-month period. If
an extension is required, advertisers are asked to contact the
editor to request an extension (or to advise where a sale has
been made).
Contact for Advertisements:
Greg Widders – Editor@wbansw.asn.au
The January general meeting will feature Members’ Projects.
This will be a chance to share your project: progress, trials
and tribulations ...even a launching or 2 ?? If you have some
photos to share please send by email (President@wbansw.
asn.au) . Text to support the photos would be appreciated.
The photos and text will be incorporated into a Power Point
and included with the January ‘Members’ Projects‘section.
Best wishes to all for a 2020 that is filled with peace, good
health and fun in wooden boats.

WBA LIBRARY
As mentioned in the Hal Harpur Report, Ian
Smith has donated a copy of his book ‘Wooden
Boatbuilding’ to the WBA.
The Committee has decided that the book will be
made available for loan (1 month loan period).
Please contact the President (President @wbansw.asn.au) if you would like to borrow the book.

Alan Stannard was the winner of the raffle at the December
meeting - winning ticket drawn by Ian Smith.
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Hal Harpur Award
2019

Images:
Top: 2019 Hal Harpur
Winner Ian Smith
Bottom: 2019 Judges’

Commendation Recipient
-Simon Jonas

The Judges for the 2019 Award
were Bill Thompson, Sally Ostlund
and Peter Widders
The 2019 Award saw a very
diverse field of 5 nominations:
Ken Ewings – Nominated for the restoration of a 65-year old 5.5m clinker boat used as a mooring
minder before its ‘rescue’.
Ian Smith – Nominated for the publication of “Wooden Boatbuilding-The Sydney Wooden Boat
School Manuals”.
Mark Pearse – Nominated for the building of a scale model of a Cliff Gale- designed 28ft harbour
racer.
Andrew Brodie – Nominated for the building of an Iain Oughtred-designed “Penny Fee” 4.8m skiff.
Simon Jonas – Nominated for the building of a 5.9m Glen L – designed “Monaco” speedboat.
Ian Smith was the winner of the 2019 Hal Harpur Award. The judges’ decision was based on the
outstanding contribution the book has made to teaching wooden boatbuilding skills and thereby
continuing the traditions of wooden boatbuilding.
Simon Jonas was recognised with a Judges’ Commendation. The judges were very impressed
with the tenacity shown by Simon as a complete novice to woodwork undertaking a project of this
magnitude. Simon’s project is an outstanding example to us all of what can be achieved. Simon was
presented with a boxed stainless steel marlinspike made by our friends from the Mid-North Coast
Maritime Museum.
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Ian Smith – ‘Wooden Boatbuilding
– The Sydney Wooden Boat School
Manuals.’
Building on the success of Ian’s previous book,
‘The Open Boat’, this volume combines 5 earlier
manuals into one complete package. A long
career in building wooden boats and teaching
the craft of boatbuilding, has equipped Ian
well for the task of distilling information into
very accessible text, supported by excellent
illustrations and drawings. It is one thing to be
able to build wooden craft of all types; to be
able to put these skills into an easily-understood
framework for both novice and experienced
boatbuilders is another skill altogether. That Ian
has done this so well is evidenced by the very
positive reviews in Watercraft (UK) and Wooden
Boat (US) magazines, and the growing worldwide sales.
Ian has a Ranger 24 in build and another book on
Carvel Planking ‘in the works’.
Ian has kindly donated a copy of Wooden
Boatbuilding to the WBA. The book is available
on loan to members.

1

way. Complete reframing was completed in the
bare hull and then a new interior layout was
installed. Completed work included not only
extensive woodworking, but also metalwork to a
very high standard and the electrical/mechanical
work required on the project. The completed
project is a magnificent testament to Ken’s
skills and persistence in building and restoring
wooden boats. Another putt-putt is awaiting
Ken’s ‘treatment’.
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Images:
1: Ian Smith’s Wooden
Boat School Manuals .
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3: Ken Ewings with

Mark Pearse -Model of a 28ft Cliff
Gale-designed Harbour Racer
Mark has produced an exceptionally beautiful
1” to 1’model of this unbuilt design. Mark
began the process with very little information
apart from lines plans for the boat and brought
an architect’s eye and skills to a project that
required considerable interpretation to ensure
the resulting accuracy of the finished model.
Aspects such as the making of hardware,
sailcloth choices and design and layout of the
boat have all been created to combine in a quite
stunning visual package.

Judge, Bill Thompson

4: Model of 28ft Harbour
Racer

5: Mark Pearse and

Judge, Sally Ostlund
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Ken Ewings – ‘Sandpiper 4’
The boat was rescued from its role as a mooring
minder. Ken recounted his initial despair on
finding that the deterioration of the boat was
much worse than he had initially thought.
However, a life-long ‘habit’ of building and using
boats was not going to see this one abandoned.
The dirty work of removing heavy fibreglass
sheathing allowed the full extent of the problems
to be revealed and approached in a systematic
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A half model of
another Cliff- Gale
design, Karoo, is on
the horizon for Mark.
Mark has kindly
offered to present
a talk at a general
meeting in 2020. We
look forward to hearing
more about this terrific
project.
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Images:
1&2: Andrew Brodie’s Tui
3&4: Simon Jonas’s Glen

L Monaco Speedboat.

Andrew Brodie – Tui: an Iain Oughtred
‘Penny Fee’ Skiff.
Andrew’s background as a life-long sailor, builder
and supplier of recycled timber, equipped him
well to complete this project. Tui, named after a
New Zealand bird, has been built with planking
of Oregon which was recycled from an abattoir
from Orange. Andrew used an innovative
approach to the planking where the shape of
the planks was established with patterns and
strips of Oregon were laminated on edge into the
shape required. This ensured there was no grain
run-out at the edges of the planking, which in
quite a few situations necessitated considerable
‘sweep’ to achieve the required plank. Andrew
also employed an unstayed, lightweight rig on
the boat; one aspect of benefit of this rig was
ease of removal when a low bridge loomed large.
Andrew has made an excellent job of Tui and will
no doubt enjoy sailing her for years to come.
Andrew was unable to be at the presentation due
to the fire situation on the Mid-North Coast.

and the resulting terrific upholstery on the boat.
The engine conversion/adaptation was another
aspect of the build to benefit from Simon’s ‘can
do’ approach to the whole project.
In the ‘What’s Next’ section, Simon is mulling the
building of an aircraft from a kit.
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The Judges are grateful to each Nominee for the
additional photographs supplied to support the
presentations at the Hal Harpur Award.

2

Simon Jonas - Jonas : A Glen L
‘Monaco’ Speedboat.
As a self-confessed non-boater (apart from
a stint in the Navy) and non-handyman/
woodworker, Simon still appeared to be
genuinely amazed that he had completed his
project at all , let alone to such a high standard.
His initial internet searches were wide-ranging
but eventually became focussed on the
speedboats of Lake Tahoe (US). The next step,
to a Glen L design, was fairly straightforward
after the decision had been made. Simon
encountered the typical ‘naysayers’ and peddlers
of wrong and misguided advice along the way.
New skills were found in some unlikely places
as shown by the purchase of a sewing machine
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BANTRY BAY 2020
22 & 23 FEB

RAFFLE NEWS
Firstly, a big ‘Thank You’ to members and guests
for their purchase of raffle tickets at the December meeting. Alan Stannard was the winner of
the quilted cushion and WBA Burgee. The raffle
raised $190 – a new record!
The January and February Raffles will be for 2
Inspirations Paint Vouchers (total of $50 per
month) redeemable at the Gladesville Inspirations store.

This event has been a regular feature of the WBA
calendar and is always well-attended.
Bantry Bay is located in Garigal National Park in
Middle Harbour within Sydney Harbour. A spectacular view is found at the end of Bluff Track.
The track starts at the end of Gratttan Crescent,
Frenchs Forest. There is a steep but beautiful
walk down to a wharf on the bay.
The storage complex consisted of 9 explosives
magazines which replaced old hulks that were
used to hold explosives in nearby Powder Hulk
By on Sydney Harbour. In 1915, the works were
handed over to the Explosives Department which
regulated the explosives industry in NSW. In
1973, operations in Bantry Bay were discontinued and the facility was closed.
The estuary is known to be a habitat for Bull
Sharks, and 2 fatal attacks occurred in 1942.
Some members may just want to make a day of
it and just come for the BBQ on Saturday, while
others will anchor overnight and enjoy breakfast
ashore on Sunday morning.” (From Scuttlebutt:
January 2018)

The ‘eagle-eyed’ will notice the expiry date is
listed as 30 June 2019. This has been extended
to 31 March 2020.
Tickets are $1 each or 6 for $5.
Our April Speaker, Hugh Cross, is a Marine
Artist and has kindly donated an original marine
artwork for the WBA to raffle. This raffle will be
available all members (on the WBA website) as
well as through ticket sales at the April general
meeting. Tickets will be available for purchase
(cash or bank transfer only). Keep and eye on
Scuttlebutt for information about this raffle. The
raffle will be drawn by Hugh at the April general
meeting.

Alan Stannard (WNA and Sydney Heritage Fleet
Member) has advised that Boomerang and its
tender, Berrima, will be in attendance on Saturday. Pater Matthews will have his BBQ ready for
participants to cook their own lunch and dinner
(Saturday) and breakfast (Sunday). Champagne
and eggs were seen at one Sunday breakfast of
recent times!
We look forward to another enjoyable WBA
event!
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A THOROUGHLY
ENJOYABLE READ
By Nick Lawther

How to Build a Boat. A Father, His Daughter, and the Unsailed Sea
By Jonathan Gornall. Simon & Schuster 2018.
In the same way that Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
was not an instruction manual on how to fix a motorbike, this book
won’t fully tell you how to build a boat. For sure, there are lots of
technical details and explanatory notes but the book is far more
than that. Gornall is candid about his relationship with his wife and
daughter, about his failed relationship with his son from his first
marriage and especially about his attempts to row the Atlantic. His
practical ineptness is overshadowed by his determination to succeed in this project; this is what makes the book.
A thoroughly enjoyable read that after the first pages you just don’t
want to put down.
4 boats out of 5.

HAND LEAD AND LINE
Contributor: Terry Lance
Credit: Australian Motor Boat & Yachting Monthly
1931
The weight of the hand lead is from 10 to 14lbs., and is fitted with a hide
becket, which is secured to the lead, the bottom of the lead being hollowed
out to received the “arming” (filled with tallow), to ascertain the nature of
the bottom.
The line is 1 1/8 inch, and is 25 fathoms in length; it is bent to the lead by
running a long-eye splice, made at the end of the line, through the hide
becket on the head of the lead, and then passing the lead through the eye.
The lead line is marked as follows:At 2 fathoms – Two strips of leather
At 3 fathoms – Three strips of leather
At 5 fathoms – A piece of white bunting
At 7 fathoms – A piece of red bunting
At 10 fathoms – A piece of leather with a hole in it.
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The Paynesville Report
By Chris Dicker

When I was even fitter than I am today I went for
my last walk in Tasmania’s wilderness. I had experienced the Overland track from Cradle mountain to Lake Sinclair 5 times, the last with my 16
year old daughter,Tara. On my last and final walk
I headed north from Lake Sinclair and branched
off towards The Walls of Jerusalem. It was late
when I reached Ferguson Falls, not far from the
turn off, which were so spectacular that I dallied
there longer than I should have. From there I
followed no track for there was none to follow
though I met someone once who had come up
from the ‘Walls’ and joined the Overland track. I
had a compass and a map, which showed contours and waterways etc. In other words I was
bush bashing. I walked well into the gloaming
through forest so thick and sloping there was
nowhere to pitch my tiny tent. As the twilight
turned to darkness I was fully aware of my folly
but long ago and on many memorable occasions
I had cast my fate to the wind. Because of these

who knew we were going out sent me a text,
“bit of a drifter out there?” but we were clipping
along at 7.2 knots in 15 to 18 knots of breeze.
We also sailed right through the middle of the
Sunday racing fleet so we are laying low for a
while. I often think the racing folk take themselves a little too seriously sometimes.
Conscious of wasting our Sunday out sailing,
Anchor Downs was a frenzy of activity when we
got home. I painting doors and Gilli cleaning everything in sight. I then returned to the huon pine
infants, re-potting those that had outgrown their
prison. Non of them have showed the slightest
tendency to grow upwards, they are all heading
south toward their dripping, cool, subtropical
rainforest home where in ideal conditions they
could grow as much as 1 meter in ten years.
The drought goes on. As well as the huon we are
nursing a hundred other struggling natives. The
argument goes round and round, we should not
plant trees because they support fires that burn
our houses down but on the other hand the fact
that we have cut so much of the worlds forests
down is one of the biggest reasons the co2s are
not being absorbed. I never thought I would get
such a thrill out of planting a tree and seeing it
grow. It happens even while you are sleeping.
Sailing along today with our ear in the water I
looked down into the cabin and, not for the first
time, thought that we were sailing along on a
vessel that is built out of a tree that came from
an ancient deep dark forest. I have been there,
almost totally lost and almost totally free.

totally irresponsible interludes in my life I can
honestly say I have experienced true freedom.

A safe and happy new year.

‘How should I begin this article’ I often think;
fussing over my ten orphaned Houn pine trees.
I recalled that twilight walk amongst the fully
grown ones possibly thousands of years old and
the night animals appearing, squatting on mossy
fallen trunks to watch the stranger stumble by,
lost, not only to direction but to all things except
the magical moment. I eventually pitched my
tent on a moss island on a creek that was to be
my navigational companion for the next three
days along with very hungry leeches, mosquito’s
and large tiger snakes.
It is Sunday the 15th and we are just back from
a cracking sail on Westwind. Our neighbour
(famous in these pages for building ‘Lizzie’) and
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A BOOK YOU CAN’T
PUT DOWN

was a RAAF Fighter Pilot flying out of Darwin. A
friend of the family was a ground Engineer for 75
Squadron. One of our members, Brank Young’s
father was the Medical Officer for 75 Squadron.
I’m sure others will also have family and friends
involved in the Pacific campaign.

By Ross Marchant
As this is my first attempt at writing book
reviews, I’m hoping members will enjoy reading
and following the historical / military books
that interest me. I’ve found in the past ten years
books have been a great diversion of the mind.
It is true I love history as a subject and often a
nautical theme is an added attraction. I hope you
will all enjoy this new addition to Scuttlebutt.
I plan to bring to the meetings a copy of the book
that I review for interested members to scan and
if anyone would like, the book will be available to
borrow for a month, to be returned the following
meeting.
“TURNING POINT” by Michael Veitch
This is the first of Michael’s books I have read. It
was released in 2019 and covers the first defeat
of the Japanese Land Forces in the Pacific
theatre at Milne Bay, New Guinea. I’m sure many
members will have strong connections to the
war in the Pacific. In my own case there are a
number of strong connections. My boat, a 42
foot Halverson, was sent to Port Moresby, New
Guinea as a 38ft as an air/sea rescue boat, one
of a pair to support “RAAF 75 Squadron” flying
out of the airfield north of Port Moresby engaging the Japanese Zeros, attacking shipping.
My father was a RAAF Flight Sergeant with Fighter Command based in New Guinea. My Uncle
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Both the Australian command and the Japanese recognise the importance of Milne Bay as
a strategic base for Australia to move forces
around the coast of New Guinea to cut off Buna
which was the jump off point to the Kokoda
Trackl. The Japanese focused on trying to take
Port Moresby as the terrain of Kokoda Track
was too difficult to move large numbers of men
and supplies along. This was a race to establish
an airfield in time to firstly protect Milne Bay as
a stronghold point then start attacking Japan’s
forces by land and sea.
It was a combination of American engineering
ability & drive that took a swamp to be an airfield
in two weeks. Hundreds of locals helped the
Army to build a wharf and jetty so that small
ships could ferry men and ammunition to and
from the battle through terrible weather with no
maps of the area. One of these boats was Errol
Flynn’s 35 foot sloop, which was commandeered
by the Army. Finally, an Australian force with
every man available to hold a rifle, supported by
American field engineers with truck mounted 50
calibre machine guns, Kittyhawks from 75 & 76
Squadrons all working together in a coordinated
attack that stopped the Japanese Marines from
taking the airfield and turned them back to the
sea.
Michael Veitch has done a brilliant job with the
research and telling the story. A great read.
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BUY SWAP and SELL
FOR SALE

WBA members may place a non-commercial
ad free of charge if the member’s name and
phone no. appear. Non-members are charged
$40 with a picture and text. Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an
extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the
Editor.

FREE TO A GOOD HOME

8 G Clamps as per the photograph.
All have been oiled and checked that the screw
operates. The floor tiles are brick sized to give
an idea of size.
Pickup only
Chris Arnold
02 9958 4625

‘MELKIRDAN’. 14 ft Red Cedar clinker putt putt
powered by a 3hp Chapman Pup. Registered
trailer included and all accessories, including
sun awning, ready to launch. This vessel has
provenance, built in Kiama NSW in 1934. Phone
Chris 02 9819 6701. $5,000

FOR SALE
Bracken’ 1930s timber sail boat from Cairns,
20ft lod, gaff rig, as new sails, clear oregon
spars,shoal draft keel, timber blocks, excellent
ground tackle, Will need some repair work. In
Wollongong on the hard.
asking $4000 but will consider all offers as this
lovely boat needs a new caring home.
Contact Stephen 0401604415

FOR SALE

Seagoing Kayak for sale.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE “Epacris” Classic 18’ Clinker Harry Dundon Putt Putt
• 18 Foot Dundon Clinker Classic
• Well maintained & sound condition
• New Camp Cover & Boom Tent/Sunshade
• Yanmar GM10 @ 270 Hrs. Fully Serviced
• Rebuilt Cabin, Hull Re-roved 1995 by Gerry
Hendry
• Moored Rose Bay Sydney
• Call Steve Tait Ph 0414 637 675 Price $13,800

FOR SALE

Durden thicknesser - 3 phase power. 350mm
width bed; 2 speed feed. Spare set of 4 sharp
knives. A good solid, older machine made in
South Australia.
$1000 negotiable. Call Grant 0400844 716

FOR SALE

“Brit” (Short for Britannia) Handsome ½ cabin
clinker launch with pedigree.
19’ x 8’4” x 2’ Draft. Yanmar 2QM20.
Queensland Beech on Spotted Gum frames.
Built 1964 at Balmain by Wee Georgie Robinson
for his own use. Matching sail, full cockpit cover
and sun awning, wheel and tiller steering. Full
history available. Moored Pittwater inshore just
east of Byra (Riddle Reserve).
$25,000
Graeme Proctor
0448 539 825
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Brand new, never used. Strip planked red cedar,
fibre glassed in and utside’ 2 buoyancy
compartments 1 watertight locker, new
adjustable foot stop (not installed) Includes
instruction book, paddle and proper
kayak seat. $2200 ono design: Auk Designer
Nick Schade
John Wagemans 0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

Merchandise
Members are able to purchase/
order items at a General
Meeting or by email to the Merchandise Officer, Sally Ostlund,
(salsonsquarerig@gmail.com)
AND to the Treasurer (treasurer@wbansw.asn.au)
When items are not in stock,
they will be ordered and advice
provided about availability and
delivery costs.

ON THE HORIZON
January 14 January – Film Night and Member’s Projects
February 11 - Guest Speaker - Japanese Tools Australia
February 22-23 Raft-up at Bantry Bay
February 29 - March 2nd Paynesville Classic Boat Festival, Gippsland Lakes
March 6-9 Geelong Wooden Boat Festival
March 10 –Ross Marchant – The story of a Halvorsen-built air-sea rescue boat – 			
Oceanus.
April 14 – Hugh Cross + Raffle of donated Artwork
April 17-19 Canberra Classic Boat Festival
May 1-3 - May Classic and Wooden Boat Festival, ANMM Darling Harbour
May 12 – Ian Smith: Building a Ranger
June 5-7 Timber and Artisans Show . Rosehill Racecourse
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